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ABC Enforcement Efforts
Abstract

One of the major enforcement problems faced by the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department

is crime and disorder problems associated with establishments that have permits to sell alcoholic

beverages. In inner city areas, these locations are often small neighborhood grocery stores

which, in reality, make most of their profit from the sale of beer and wine or clubs which attract

undesirable patrons. Instead of being assets to the neighborhoods they serve, these stores breed

disorder problems such as noise, loitering, public consumption, and open drug sales. Police felt

powerless to deal with many of these problems since the State Legislature had taken ABC

enforcement authority away from local police.

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police used GIS mapping to do a radial analysis of crime within a 500

foot radius of ABC licensed locations . The analysis showed that a disproportionate amount of

crime occurs in the areas immediately surrounding ABC licensed establishments as do high

numbers of arrests for quality of life offenses.

The Police Department used this information in an education and lobbying campaign with the

goal of getting ABC enforcement authority restored to local law enforcement officers. Taking

their case all the way to Governor Jim Hunt, the department won the legislative authority to

contract with the local ABC Board to have one officer per patrol district trained and certified as

an ABC officer.

The David Three District, which has a large number of ABC outlets in its inner city jurisdiction,



formed an ABC Enforcement Team to work closely with the owners and managers of these

establishments. The ultimate goal is problem solving partnerships to gain voluntary compliance

to ABC regulations. The team also takes enforcement action when a business does not comply

and continues to negatively impact the quality of life in the surrounding neighborhood.

The team's initial efforts have been successful. They have succeeded in getting ABC permits

taken from several locations where there have been chronic problems. They have also worked

proactively with a number of store owners. Police calls for service have decreased at many of

these locations. Most important, many residents in neighborhoods impacted by these stores and

clubs have started speaking out, including testifying at ABC permit hearings. Through their

participation in a series of small successes, these residents are becoming increasingly empowered

to take responsibility for the quality of life in their neighborhoods.



Scanning

One of the primary goals of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department is to use all of the

tools of community problem oriented policing to address crime and quality of life concerns in

inner city neighborhoods that have traditionally been plagued by violent crime and unacceptable

levels of quality of life offenses, especially those fueled by drug and alcohol use.

One of the primary crime problems in inner city neighborhoods is the prevalence of

establishments which have permits to sell alcohol. While many of these permits are assigned to

restaurants and grocery stores that sell beer and wine, a growing number are assigned to private

clubs and convenience stores that exist primarily to sell alcoholic beverages. The neighborhood

based alcohol outlets generate community concerns due to the fact that they often flaunt ABC

regulations by selling alcohol to minors and individuals who are already intoxicated at the time

of purchase. Owners of these stores also frequently allow drug sales on the premises and indeed

sell drug paraphernalia. These alcohol outlets attract groups of individuals who loiter, urinate in

public, make excessive noise, and create an atmosphere that discourages neighborhood residents

from shopping at the store for legitimate needs. Indeed many of these neighborhood

convenience stores make little pretense of being anything other than alcohol outlets since most of

their profits are generated by the sale of beer and fortified wine. These stores often stock very

little food which is displayed in an unsanitary environment.

The alcohol outlet problem was particularly acute in the department's David Three Patrol District

which serves predominately African American neighborhoods in Charlotte's inner city. These

are traditionally high crime neighborhoods where residents frequently complain about the crime



and quality of Life in the areas surrounding these alcohol outlets. This relatively small area of the

city had approximately 100 locations with alcohol sales permits. Most of the locations were

small neighborhood grocery stores.

While police officers were frequently called to these ABC permitted outlets to quell disturbances

and handle crime problems, they had no authority to address ABC violations. Prior to 1982,

officers had the authority to inspect ABC permit locations, including private clubs, for ABC

violations. In 1982, the North Carolina State Legislature repealed that authority for municipal

police officers, restricting it to ABC (Alcoholic Beverage Control) and ALE (Alcohol Law

Enforcement) agents. Research indicated that the Legislature was concerned that having a

number of different agencies interpreting and enforcing complex ABC regulations could result in

confusion over the interpretation of the regulations and, in some cases, lead to heavy handed

enforcement. Given that there were only 20 ABC and ALE agents assigned to inspect 1,745

ABC permitted establishments in Charlotte, enforcement efforts were slow and few, if any,

establishments ever lost their permits.

These conditions crippled many of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department's problem

solving efforts since so many of the inner city crime and quality of life concerns they were

attempting to address were inextricably linked to the neighborhood based ABC outlets. The

department decided to try to build a case to regain the authority to enforce ABC regulations so

that these neighborhood problems could be given a higher priority and be addressed on a much

more timely basis.



Analysis

The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department decided to use the sophisticated capabilities of

GIS mapping to test its hypothesis that ABC outlets were one of the primary drivers behind

crime problems in the City of Charlotte. GIS analysts did a radial analysis of crime in the 6% of

Charlotte's land area that is within a 500 foot radius of a location with an ABC permit. In the

period from January-November, 1996, the analysis showed that 55% of robberies, 32.5% of

aggravated assaults, 30.5% of non-aggravated assaults, 34.1% of larcenies from auto, and 54% of

thefts occurred within a 500 foot radius of a location with an ABC permit. In the first ten

months of 1996, the radial analysis showed that 48.4% of arrests for disorderly conduct, weapons

violations, and prostitution occurred within a 500 foot radius of an ABC location. These

particular categories of arrests were chosen for analysis because they are prime indicators of

neighborhood disorder problems.

Armed with these statistics and the pleas of inner city residents to address the problems at these

ABC locations, the department began its quest to regain ABC inspection authority to be used as a

neighborhood problem solving tool and a way of responding to the concerns of citizens whom

the department wished to empower to become active problem solving partners. The ABC

authority would enable the department to be more proactive in addressing crime and quality of

life concerns before they severely impacted a neighborhood and would ultimately strengthen the

department's working relationship with ABC and ALE.



Response

The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department began going through the appropriate channels to

get the laws regarding ABC enforcement authority changed. The department sought and

received the endorsement of the Charlotte City Council through its Public Safety Committee.

Department officials then approached Governor Jim Hunt during one of his campaign stops in

Charlotte. They were given 5 minutes to present the problem and later submitted a five minute

video showing actual film footage of the full range of problems at ABC permit locations. The

governor then sent the Secretary of Crime Control and Public Safety, who oversees ALE, to

Charlotte for a two hour full presentation of the problem, including the radial analysis of the

ABC permit locations. Several weeks after the presentation, the Secretary doubled the number of

ALE agents assigned to Mecklenburg County and threw his support behind the department's

efforts to get ABC enforcement authority.

In North Carolina, all regulative authority for the control of alcohol is vested in the State ABC

Commission. The Commission is appointed by the Governor and has absolute authority over the

issuance, suspension, and revocation of ABC permits. Mecklenburg County has a local ABC

Board that employs ten ABC agents but has no regulatory authority over alcohol outlets. The

local ABC Board was initially reluctant to support the change in ABC enforcement authority but

finally agreed to support the change especially after testimony from residents in neighborhoods

negatively impacted by ABC outlets and after local media began publicizing the problems

associated with some of the ABC permit locations.



The department's legislative efforts eventually prevailed with bipartisan support. After a series

of compromises, the department was able to get legislative authority to contract with the local

ABC Board to permit up to 12 officers, one per patrol district to be trained and certified as ABC

enforcement officers. The 12 officers have the same legal authority as ABC and ALE officers

and work with their assigned patrol districts to address alcohol related issues.

With the help of local media, we began to educate the State ABC Commission on the impact of

the alcohol permitted establishments on fragile inner city neighborhoods. As a result of the

department's education efforts, the State ABC commission has completely changed the way that

ABC permits are issued. Previously a permit was issued to virtually anyone who had the money

to pay for an ABC license. Effective September 1, 1998, the Commission has granted local

government entities, including police departments, the opportunity to investigate the background

of the permit applicant and the busmess and render an opinion on the suitability of the applicant

to hold an ABC permit as well as the potential impact of the business on the neighborhood where

it is to be located. The Police Department conducts these investigations on behalf of the City of

Charlotte ans works with neighborhood residents to oppose permits when appropriate.

The local media, which has proved to be a strong partner in addressing ABC issues, also

investigated the previous Chairman of the State ABC Commission and found that, under his

leadership, the Commission rarely suspended or revoked a permit even for the most egregious

violations. The Commissioner was forced to resign and has been replaced by a retired judge who

has placed a renewed emphasis on accountability and is more open to increased local control

over ABC matters. He has allowed the Mecklenburg County ABC Board to spend $40,000 to



hire an attorney part-time to help represent the city in permit revocation hearings and to consult

on other alcohol related matters. The addition of the attorney has helped the department to

present stronger cases for the denial, suspension, or revocation of a permit.

With the changes in ABC authority and procedures in place, the David Three District moved

swiftly to address the problems at ABC outlets in its inner city jurisdiction. Late in 1997, the

district formed a David Three District Street Crimes/ABC Team to focus prioritized problem

solving efforts on the district's alcohol licensed establishments and their surrounding areas. The

goals of the team are to gain compliance to all laws by the alcohol licensed establishments;

reduce and eliminate crime within and surrounding these establishments; improve the quality of

life for citizens in those areas surrounding ABC outlets; and facilitate an improved business

environment for the business owner, legitimate customers and nearby residents. The team

consists of a sergeant and three police officers, one of whom is the officer with ABC

enforcement authority for the David Three District.

In order to realize these ambitious goals, the team first compiled a registry of all of the almost

100 licensed ABC outlets in the district. The registry included licenses and permit information

and history, owner and management information and history, radial analysis of criminal offenses

reported at the establishments themselves as well as in the immediate vicinity, the number of

arrests made at each establishment, the number of police calls for service at each location;

neighborhood surveys relative to each location, zoning and other business documents, and

records of previous inspections.



The team then sent a letter introducing itself to the owners and managers of each ABC licensed

outlet. The letter stated that an officer assigned as a liaison with the business would be

monitoring the status of the alcohol permits and the crime and complaints around the business.

The letter was couched in positive terms stressing the desire of team members to work with the

business to gain voluntary compliance with ABC regulations and to assist the business in

creating a safe crime free environment. The letter reiterated the primary goals of community

problem oriented policing including problem solving partnerships and open lines of

communication.

Five of the locations initially targeted by the team serve as illustrative examples of its work. The

Little Hornet Grocery was formerly one of the primary trouble spots in the district. Members of

Charlotte's homeless community would come to drink and loiter with as many as 30 people in

the parking lot at any given time. The environment at the store facilitated drug sales with the

dealers having no fear of being ordered off the property by the store owner. The owner decided

to put the ABC permit in his daughter's name, giving the Police Department and the

neighborhood the opportunity to express their disapproval of the alcohol sales and the general

environment created by the store. The Police Department was able to use a zoning regulation

that prohibits an alcohol outlet within 50 feet of a church to get the store's ABC permit denied.

Neighborhood residents joined police in testifying before the ABC Board where an

administrative law judge ruled that the location was not fit to hold alcohol permits. Residents in

the Optimist park neighborhood where the store is located report that the loitering has diminished

and that drug and alcohol activity has been reduced. Residents will now let their children walk to

the store. In the first six months after the revocation of the permit, emergency calls for service



regarding activity at the Little Hornet declined 48% over the previous six months. The store

owner is appealing the revocation of the permit but police and neighborhood residents, who

describe the difference in the area as day and night, will continue to fight for permanent

revocation. The Optimist Park neighborhood has now seen the power of ABC enforcement,

coupled with a renewed police-citizen partnership and has no intention of going backwards in

their efforts to build a safe community.

The Tic Toe Grocery has long been a focal point for problems in Charlotte's Cherry community.

When the ownership of the store changed hands, the new ABC rules brought the store's ABC

permits up for review. The ABC Enforcement Team was once again able to use the zoning

ordinance that prohibits an establishment within 50 feet of a church to have an alcohol permit.

During the permit hearing, the judge heard testimony from the church leaders who opposed the

sale of alcohol at the grocery store which is 37 feet from the church. The judge revoked the ABC

permit in a ruling that was upheld by the ABC Commission.

The Fatback Queen Game Room was a bar with a poolroom. It was a hangout for neighborhood

drug dealers and, on weekends, attracted people from all over the city. There were calls for

service regarding shots fired, noise, parking and traffic problems, littering, loitering, and drug

sales on the property and on the street in front of the bar. With assistance from local ABC

officers, police entered the premises on several occasions, citing the bar for ABC violations

including drugs found inside the building and allowing alcohol to be taken outside the business.

The ABC permit for this location was revoked, causing it to shut down since alcohol sales were

its primary source of revenue. The club has reopened on a limited basis as a sandwich shop but,



under local zoning ordinances will be unable to get an alcohol permit since it has now gone 12

months without selling alcohol.

The Lexus was a nightclub located in a dilapidated building with visible cracks in the walls ans

scrap wood shingles on the roof. The club attracted large groups of people who parked in front

of the club and down both sides of the road, preventing the passage of emergency vehicles.

Neighbors complained of shots fired around the club, loud music, and cars racing up and down

the streets. In a joint operation with ABC and ALE, the David Three District used undercover

officers inside the club to document that drugs were being used inside the club. Officers seized

all of the alcohol on the premises and closed the club down. They then used code enforcement to

have the building condemned. The ABC Commission revoked the club owner's alcohol permit.

The club has not reopened.

A local liquor house located on Statesville Avenue was condemned through the efforts of the

enforcement team. The house was a biker bar where large crowds gathered on weekends after

other bars closed at 2:00 a.m. Crowds gathered in front of the house, cars were illegally parked,

and trash in front and back of the property created a neighborhood eyesore. The officers initially

tried to get the property owner and his tenant who ran the bar to address the problems but they

were uncooperative. The officers then contacted Community improvement and local officers

Environmental Protection Agency agents to initiate a cleanup of the property. City housing

rehabilitation specialists served a search warrant on the house and found the structure to be unfit

fro human occupants. The house was condemned and ordered destroyed. A new owner bought

the property and evicted the renter. Once the building was vacated, vagrants started using it for



drugs and prostitution. After the new owner was unsuccessful in getting the property boarded

up, police officers got the Charlotte Fire Department to bum the house as a training exercise.

Once the house was burned, on September 18,1998, the new owner had the rubble removed and

fenced in the lot. There are no further problems at this location after over a year of effort on the

part of police officers.

The Red Ball Grocery was another location where David Three officers received numerous

complaints of drug activity, loitering, public consumption, public urination, and excessive

amounts of trash. One officer stated that she has been trying to address problems at this location

for eleven years. Officers began surveillance of the store, making tapes of criminal activity on

the store property. They approached the store manager who said that "No Loitering" signs an

giving police authorization to act as agents to arrest loiterers was not working. Officers

suggested that fence be placed around the perimeter of the building and that the huge

accumulation of trash be removed. The owner of the property was reluctant to take on a cleanup

project of this magnitude. At the same time, a railroad crew was working on a set of railroad

tacks behind the property. Officers enlisted their help in the cleanup effort and they agreed to

use their equipment to clean up the trash if the officers could secure dumpsters. The owner

supplied dumpsters and assisted the railroad crew and police officers in the actual cleanup of the

property. The railroad crew was presented with Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department tee

shirts and the cleanup was filmed by a local news crew. After the cleanup, the property owner

did fence in the property. He also complied with the officers' suggestion to start a ban book to

order people engaging in illegal activity off the property. Despite threats, the property owner

initiated the banning process. He cleaned the interior of the store and added additional lighting



and more diverse stock. The manger says he now has new customers and officers now describe

the store as more of a family place where people come to buy staple goods. The neighborhood

where the store is located presented the property owner with a community improvement award at

a community meeting.

Many of the other alcohol outlets in the David Three District are also working closely with the

ABC Enforcement Team to address problems and create a safer environment. They receive

regular visits from an officer on the team and have contact information so that they can page a

team member any time they have questions or concerns. Although the ABC Enforcement Team

has been instrumental in closing almost a dozen ABC outlets in David Three, its primary goal is

voluntary compliance from every ABC permit holder in the district.

Assessment

The David Three District considers its ABC Enforcement Team to be a success. It enables the

district to form meaningful partnerships with business owners and neighborhood residents to

reduce crime and improve the quality of life in inner city neighborhoods.

One of the most successful aspects of the program is the reduction in calls for service at these

problem locations. A comparison of the calls for service at the six locations described in this

document demonstrates the difference in calls for service six months before the enforcement

action as compared to six months after the action.



In the six months before enforcement action, there were 73 calls for service to the Little Hornet

Grocery. In the six months after the revocation of the permit, there were only 47 calls for

service. There were 37 calls for service to the Tic Toe Grocery in the six months prior to permit

revocation; there were 22 calls I the six months following revocation. The Fatback Queen Pool

Hall yielded similar results with 38 calls for service in the six months prior to revocation and

only 14 calls after the permit was taken. There were dramatic results at the location of the Lexus

Club with 13 calls in the 6 months prior to revocation and only 3 in the following six months.

Calls at the location of the liquor house on Statesville Avenue declined from 5 in the six months

before the property was condemned to 3 calls in the six months after the property was

condemned.

All of these ABC outlets are within larger problem areas so it is difficult to determine the long-

term impact on crime rates in the area. A radial analysis of offenses occurring within 500 feet of

the Little Hornet grocery shows 25 offenses in the six months prior to revocation of the store's

permit. Analysis of the same area shows only 6 offenses in the first six months after permit

revocation, a clear indication of the impact that neighborhood ABC outlets can have on crime in

the surrounding neighborhoods.

Perhaps more important are the reactions of residents in the affected neighborhoods in David

Three. They have seen the effects that the ABC permit revocation s have had in reducing drug

activity, public consumption, and loitering. Residents feel safer and are less fearful of using

these stores for legitimate purposes. Moreover, the residents have seen the positive benefits of

joining the police in testifying at ABC permit hearings. Seeing tangible results for their labors



has made residents in many of these communities feel empowered for the first time. Officers are

using these successes as an impetus to involving residents in broader long term problem solving

efforts. Once residents see that their neighborhoods look better and feel safer, they are more

likely to become energized to continue the improvements.

The expanded ABC enforcement powers have enabled David Three officers to take a much more

proactive role in addressing crime and quality of life concerns. The increased enforcement effort

has also inspired many store owners to work with police in making their stores an asset instead of

a detriment to the neighborhoods where they are located. The end result of these voluntary

efforts will be stores which carry merchandise that is useful to area residents who are under

served by chain retail establishments and often lack the transportation to shop in stores that are

not within walking distance of their residences.

Perhaps the success of this project is best described by Girvaud Justice, a neighborhood activist

in the Belmont community. Ms. Justice writes: "The Belmont community seems to be plagued

with high crime rates, which are directly and indirectly attributed to alcohol and drug usage. It is

sad to watch your community being literally destroyed from within and not be able to do

anything With the present program in place, I now see a chance for this community's

survival."



Agency Information

The expanded ABC enforcement powers were obtained for the entire jurisdiction served by the

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department, The ABC Enforcement Team was initiated by the

David Three District with all the district officers endorsing the concept but only three officers

and a sergeant assigned to the team full time. AH David Three officers have received training in

problem solving and the application of the SARA model. The officers receive no special

incentives for problem solving initiatives.

The primary issues identified through this problem solving process are concerned with the

bureaucratic process associated with permit revocation or condemnation of a building. Officers

will seek ways to suggest improving local procedures without circumventing the rights of any

citizen. All of the project activities have been done within the parameters of the David Three

District budget. Officers assigned to the ABC Enforcement Team have been diverted from

regular calls for service response, creating some additional workload for their fellow officers.

However, the long term success of the team's effort should ultimately reduce crime and calls for

service in the affected neighborhoods.



ABC Enforcement Efforts
Contact Information

Name: Eddie Levins

Rank: Sergeant, David Three District

Address: Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department
David Three District
601 East Trade Street
Charlotte, North Carolina 28202

Phone: (704) 336-2549

Fax: (704)336-5712

E-Mail: N/A














































